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Issues and Programs List – Complete Each Quarter
Purpose: On this form, summarize a list of several issues, which confront your community, and the programs 
you ran to address each. See 73.3526 (a) (9) or 73.3527 (a) (7). Do not rely on PSAs to satisfy this requirement. 
While an FCC inspector may not object, PSAs have little value if your license renewal is challenged!
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(retain for seven years from above)

DURING THE PAST QUARTER, THE ISSUES SHOWN BELOW HAVE BEEN SIGINFICANT TO OUR COMMUNITY. 
WE RAN THE PROGRAMS INDICATED TO ADDRESS THEM. (   1  Quarter, 20 22 )

Issue:   Astrobiologist David Grinspoon on life, the universe and everything   
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  2.27.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Astrobiologist, planetary scien-
tist, author and science communicator David Grinspoon has just been named a lifetime fellow of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. He returns to Planetary Radio for a conversation about the state 
of our search for life across the solar system and beyond. Plus, get out your pencils and calculators! Bruce Betts 
delivers another cosmic arithmetic challenge in the space trivia contest.

Issue:   5,000 worlds and counting: the success of TESS 
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  3.6.22      Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Michelle Kunimoto was one of 
Forbes magazine’s 30 Under 30 in science. Now she leads the most successful search for exoplanets that relies 
on data delivered by the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite or TESS. She shares this fast-growing catalog of 
worlds in her first Planetary Radio conversation. Bruce Betts and Mat Kaplan also kick off a new series of great 
prizes in the What’s Up space trivia contest.

Issue:   Water, water everywhere with Bethany Ehlmann   
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  3.13.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration:      30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Planetary scientist Bethany Ehlmann has 
co-authored a paper presenting evidence that liquid surface water flowed on Mars as much as a billion years more recently than pre-
viously thought. That’s an extra billion years for possible life to have formed and thrived. 1781 was a good year for the solar system. 
Planetary Society Chief Scientist Bruce Betts explains in this week’s What’s Up.

Issue:   Who has received the first STEP grants? 
WE RAN THE FOLLOWING PROGARM TO ADDRESS IT (Title): Planetary Radio

Date:  3.20.22     Time of Day: 10:30am    Duration: 30mins    
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM (Format, participants, content, etc.): Citizen scientists will soon have another 
opportunity to become part of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, and an innovative project will use a subtle effect of sunlight 
to learn about near-Earth objects. These are the projects funded in the first round of The Planetary Society’s Science and Technology 
Empowered by the Public (STEP) grant program. We’ll meet one of the awardees after Society chief scientist Bruce Betts provides an 
overview. Bruce returns for this week’s What’s Up and the space trivia contest.


